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IMO: Over 90% international trade relies on shipping transportation
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Economic growth vs. environmental protection... What should we do to sustain both?
Sailing to the GREEN Port
TIPC = GREEN Port

Sailing to the GREEN Port
Launched the Green Port Action Plan

Submitted Ecoport Application

Obtained Ecoport Certification for all TIPC Ports
TIPC Green Port Achievements
Corporate Social Responsibility
TIPC does MORE...

Green Energy Development

- Solar Energy Development
- Offshore Wind power Park
- Tidal Stream and Marine Energy Research
Wind Power in Taiwan

 Preferable Offshore Wind Farm

 15.2 GW power capacity

Support from TIPC

Data: A research on the potential energy of offshore wind power and preferable offshore blocks in Taiwan, 2015
Co-benefits for Environment and Economy

TIPC Offshore Wind Power Park

Turbine construction fleet
Designated wharf for wind turbine
Turbine assembly line
Training Center
This is **What** we do now
Meet our core values

Innovative

Professional

Sustainable

TEAM WORK
Our Visions

Ecological Logistics

Sustainable Green Ports

Connecting Taiwan to the World
Thank you for listening
Change the PORTs, Enrich the WORLD
Question

Role of TIPC?